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Select Committee - Grammar Schools and Social Mobility

Hearing 7: Monday 22nd February 2016

Witness Guide for Members

Below are suggested themes and questions. They have been provided in advance to the 
witnesses to allow them to prepare for the types of issues that Members may be interested 
to explore. All Members are welcome to ask these questions or pose additional ones to the 
witnesses via the Committee Chairman.  

Themes and Questions

Conor Ryan – Director, Research and Communications, Sutton Trust

 Please introduce yourself and provide an outline of the roles and responsibilities of your 
post.

 Why do you think children eligible for free school meals are currently underrepresented in 
grammar schools? 

 What do you think are the barriers for FSM children and what can be done to address 
them?

 Do you think grammar schools aid or hinder social mobility and what more can be done to 
have a positive impact?

 The school admissions code allows academies to give preference to pupils eligible for the 
Pupil Premium. Are there good examples where this has happened and what impact it 
has had?

 The Poor Grammar report found that, in selective local authorities, high achieving FSM 
children were less likely to attend grammar school than their similarly academic non FSM 
peers. What reasons are behind this significant difference in high achieving pupils?

 One important factor, which the Sutton Trust identified, was the use of private tuition. 
What could be done to ensure this does not provide a barrier to disadvantaged children? 

 Sutton Trust research reported grammar school head teachers felt that primary schools 
play an important role in encouraging parents from disadvantaged families to consider 
sending their children to grammar schools. What more could primary schools do to 
encourage their higher achieving pupils to apply? And are you aware of any good 
examples where this is happening?

 What good examples are you aware of where primary schools are successfully using 
Pupil Premium to support high achieving FSM children to access grammar schools?

 What, if any, is the impact of school partnerships or Multi-academy Trusts on the 
educational journey of children? For example does having a grammar school in the 
partnership or Multi-academy Trust incentivise FSM children to access grammar schools?

 Sutton Trust research found parents from disadvantaged backgrounds often associate 
their schools with tradition, middle class values and elitism, creating a social rather than 
an educational barrier that makes them reluctant to send their child to the local grammar.  
What more could primary and grammar schools do to engage with parents? And are you 
aware of any good examples where this is happening?
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 Are there ways that grammar schools as a whole and / or individual grammar schools can 
make a difference to the proportion and performance of disadvantaged pupils in their 
schools?

 What other changes to the admissions process have been considered by grammar 
schools, such as changes to testing, lower pass mark for FSM children and changes to 
over-subscription criteria?

 The Poor Grammar report found that pupils who live further from a grammar school are 
significantly less likely to gain admission to one. To what extent is the cost of travelling a 
barrier for poorer pupils?

 Are there any other issues that you would like to raise with the Committee?  
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1 Calculated from http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmhansrd/vo060710/text/60710w0012.htm (col 1453w) and 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200809/cmhansrd/cm090624/text/90624w0027.htm (col 993w) 
2 www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/SN01398.pdf 
3 http://www.suttontrust.com/news/news/londoners-most-likely-to-pay-for-extra-tuition-as-demand/  
4 Derived from Department for Education performance tables, published January 2013  

The Sutton Trust has always recognised the importance of fair school admissions to improving 
social mobility.  
 
We successfully trialled Open Access – needs-blind admissions – and half the independent 
day schools have agreed to implement it if state funding were available so that admissions are 
based on ability rather than ability to pay.  
 
We argue for fairer admissions to comprehensive schools so that the best are not the preserve 
of the better off. And we also argue that grammar schools should do more to ensure that they 
provide access to children of all backgrounds who can benefit from a grammar school 
education. 
 
That is the subject of this important new research, led by Professor Anna Vignoles at the 
University of Cambridge, with researchers from the Institute for Fiscal Studies, NatCen Social 
Research and Professor David Jesson at York University.  
 
Their findings are sobering and challenging. Less than three per cent of all pupils going to 
grammar schools are entitled to free school meals, against an average of 18% in other schools 
in the areas where they are located. Moreover, over four times as many children are admitted 
to grammar schools from outside the state sector – largely fee-paying preparatory schools 
which account for 6% of pupils aged 10 – than children entitled to free school meals. 
 
This picture is one that most grammar schools and supporters of grammar schools should not 
be happy about. This report is not an attempt to argue the merits or otherwise of selection or 
the continued role of grammar schools but to determine what can be done to make them open 
to everyone who can benefit.  
 
Politicians of all parties have accepted that grammar schools are here to stay. While their 
numbers are not growing, the number of pupils admitted to them has risen over the last two 
decades. Between 1997 and 2009, Parliamentary Questions show that the number of pupils in 
grammar schools increased by 30,000 (26%),

1
 while research by the House of Commons 

Library has shown that the proportion of secondary pupils at grammar schools has risen from 
4% in 1995 to 5% in 2012.

2
 There have been recent moves to develop satellite grammar 

school extensions in Kent, which has also announced a new admissions test they believe to be 
less coachable. 
 
One important factor, which the Sutton Trust has documented in a wider context, is the 
growing use of private tuition. Nationally, almost a quarter of state school pupils receive private 
or home tuition, rising to 40% in London.

3
 Those who can afford to pay for such tuition gladly 

do so to give their children a head start in the grammar school admission tests.  
 
They do so because the raw GCSE and A level results appear so persuasive: Department for 
Education data show 68% of grammar school students gained a C or above in the five 
academic English Baccalaureate subjects (English, Maths, Science, a modern language and 
history or geography) in 2012 compared with 14.5% in comprehensives, while 28% of 
grammar school students gained 3As at A level compared with less than 10% in 
comprehensives and sixth form colleges.

4
 

 

 

Foreword by Sir Peter Lampl 
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5
 In Northern Ireland, 7.4% of pupils at grammar schools are in receipt of free school meals, according to the 2012-13 schools census, compared with 

19.1% of all post-primary pupils entitled to free school meals and 27.8% in other secondary schools. This data is derived from the Northern Ireland 

schools census. See http://bit.ly/dk9H56.  

 

So, the challenge for the sector and for those areas where a selective system prevails 
is how to ensure that those grammar schools are open to all, and are not simply the 
preserve of better off families who can afford private tutors or prep school fees. After 
all, in contrast to the 2.7% on free school meals in England, grammar schools in 
Northern Ireland have 7.4% of pupils on free school meals, with a similar overall free 
school meals entitlement as England.

5
 

 
Also at the Belvedere independent school in Liverpool where for a seven year period all 
places were available based solely on merit, not money, we ended up with 30% of the 
girls on free places, 40% on partial fees, and the rest paying full fees.  This 
demonstrated that with excellent outreach, a fair admissions procedure and test 
preparation for all, and persuading primary schools to encourage their highest 
achieving pupils to apply, large numbers of low and middle income students gained 
entry to this outstanding independent school. 
 
That’s why our recommendations in this report are so important. We need fairer tests 
and there should be a minimum of ten hours free or subsidised test preparation for all 
applicants to provide a more level playing field. We need better outreach from grammar 
schools, individually and collectively and to look at ways that the admissions powers 
linked to the Pupil Premium can be used effectively.  
 
We need primary schools in selective areas to encourage their higher achieving pupils 
to apply, and to work with parents to help them through the process. And, for those 
high achieving students already in high schools or comprehensives in selective areas, 
there is room for more partnerships with grammar schools.  
 
When we do research at the Sutton Trust, we often do so with a view to identifying 
issues where new programmes could help to address them. So, we will look at ways 
that we can support innovation in improved testing, test preparation, outreach, 
admissions and collaboration. We will also commission independent analysis of the 
impact of any such programmes to create an evidence base to enhance fair access to 
grammar schools. 
 
If state funding were available half of the independent day schools have signed up to 
Open Access based on the Belvedere model, where entry is based solely on merit not 
money.  In conjunction with Open Access, opening up grammar schools would 
transform social mobility at the top. 
 
 
I am very grateful to Jonathan Cribb, David Jesson, Fay Sadro,  Luke Sibieta, Amy 
Skipp and Anna Vignoles for their excellent work on this report. I hope policymakers 
will act on its findings and recommendations. 
 
 

Sir Peter Lampl 

Chairman of the Sutton Trust and of the Education Endowment Foundation 
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1. There are 164 grammar schools in England (2011-12), educating 161,000 students.6 

About 4% of all Year 7 pupils attend grammar schools nationally, but this rises to more 

than 25% in selective authorities, particularly Buckinghamshire, Kent, Slough and 

Trafford. Stand-alone grammar schools often draw large numbers of their pupils from 

outside their local authority. Two-thirds of pupils at grammar schools in Stoke-on-Trent 

and Kingston-upon-Thames live in a different authority area. 

 
2. Less than 3% of entrants to grammar schools are entitled to free school meals – an 

important indicator of social deprivation – whereas almost 13% of entrants come from 

outside the state sector, largely believed to be fee-paying preparatory schools. The 

average proportion of pupils entitled to free school meals in selective areas is 18%, and it 

is higher on average in other areas where grammar schools are located. By contrast, just 

over 6% of 10-year olds are enrolled in independent fee-paying schools nationally. 

 
3. The research also shows that in local authorities that operate the grammar system, 

children who are not eligible for free school meals have a much greater chance of 

attending a grammar school than similarly high achieving children (as measured by their 

Key Stage 2 test scores) who are eligible for free school meals. For example, in selective 

local authorities, 66% of children who achieve level 5 in both English and Maths at Key 

Stage 2 who are not eligible for free school meals go to a grammar school compared 

with 40% of similarly high achieving children who are eligible for free school meals.  

 
4. The proportion of pupils from non-White backgrounds going to grammar schools is 

higher than in other schools. These are largely pupils from Asian and Chinese 

backgrounds, but grammar schools have lower proportions of Black pupils than other 

schools. 

 
5. Pupils are less likely to attend a grammar school if they attend primary schools with a 

high proportion of pupils from deprived backgrounds. Pupils attending a primary school 

with a large number of high-achieving pupils are also less likely to go to a grammar 

school, perhaps because they under-estimate their own ability. 

 
6. Grammar school heads say that parents from disadvantaged backgrounds often 

associate their schools with tradition, middle class values and elitism, creating a social 

rather than an educational barrier that makes them reluctant to send their child to the 

local grammar. 

 
7. Grammar school head teachers believe that children from more affluent, middle class 

families are coached to pass the entrance exam. Head teachers favour free or 

subsidised test preparation sessions for academically able primary school children from 

less privileged backgrounds. 

 
8. Improved primary school teacher awareness is seen by some grammar school head 

teachers as important, with primary teachers supporting high achieving disadvantaged 

pupils in their applications and appeals. 

                                                           
6
 This figure includes sixth formers and is derived from figures in Bolton, P. (2013) Grammar School Statistics, House of Commons Library, 

SN/SG/1398, 20 May 2013 showing that 5% of secondary school pupils of all ages are in grammar schools. Throughout this report, the main focus is 
on Year 7 pupils and their FSM status. They represent around 4% of school pupils in their age group. 

Key Findings 
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9. Some grammar school head teachers spoken to by the researchers believe that the 

current testing system would benefit from being reformed (as is indeed happening in 

some areas such as Buckinghamshire and Kent) to ensure that the admissions process 

does not disadvantage poor students. Some suggested that school admissions should 

positively discriminate in favour of less advantaged children who pass the entrance 

exam. 

 
10. Some grammar schools say that they are already undertaking activities designed to 

improve outreach and to prepare higher achieving students in primary schools with 

targeted lessons. They are also working to overcome perceptions that they are ‘posh’ or 

‘elitist’. 
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1. Ensure the testing system does not disadvantage pupils from low and middle income 

backgrounds. 

 

Grammar schools should carefully assess their testing system to ensure that the 11+ tests 

they use for selection do not act as a barrier for high achieving students from some social or 

ethnic communities. Some grammar schools and local authorities are already trying to 

develop tests which are regularly changed, less susceptible to coaching, intelligence-based 

and not culturally biased 

 

2. Provide a minimum ten hours test preparation for all pupils to provide a more level 

playing field. 

 

So long as those who can afford private tutors are paying to ensure their children do well in 

grammar school tests, it is vital that there is a more level playing field for all applicants. 

There should be a minimum of ten hours test preparation support provided on a free or 

subsidised basis to all potential grammar school applicants to help level the playing field. 

 

3. Improve outreach work significantly, actively encouraging high achieving students 

from low and middle income backgrounds to apply. 

 

Grammar schools should improve their outreach work, providing support and 

encouragement to children from low and middle income households who have the ability to 

benefit from their education. This should include providing assurances on access to 

transport and other costs, and access to test preparation sessions. Grammar schools should 

actively encourage parents of Pupil Premium pupils whose pupils are likely to pass the 11+ 

to apply. Grammar schools should do more to work with local media to dispel the view that 

some parents may hold of them as elitist and encourage successful students from low or 

middle income backgrounds to act as ambassadors within their communities. 

 

4. Schools should consider the merits of powers available in the admissions code to 

attract high achieving students who are entitled to the Pupil Premium. 

 

The new school admissions code now allows academies – and most grammar schools are 

academies - to give preference to pupils eligible for the Pupil Premium. Where they have a 

free school meals intake significantly below average, grammar schools could therefore 

consider giving preference to students from low or middle income households who reach a 

minimum threshold in the admission test. Some grammar schools are already seeking to 

allow priority to be given to ‘bright’ pupils applying for admission who are in receipt of the 

Pupil Premium. 

 

5. Primary schools could do more to encourage their high achieving children to apply to 

grammar schools in selective areas, and develop partnerships with grammar schools. 

 

A common concern in the research was the extent to which primary schools encouraged 

pupils who are achieving highly at Key Stage 2 to apply to a grammar school, particularly 

those from low and middle income homes. Primary schools could support pupils who can 

succeed in local grammar schools to apply, and reassure parents where they may have 

Sutton Trust Recommendations 
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misconceptions about the process. Grammar schools could improve their existing links – 

some of which are good – with primary schools, helping provide courses for high achieving 

students, especially those entitled to the Pupil Premium, so that stronger links are built. 

 

6. Build new partnerships with non-selective schools to support their high achieving 

students 

 

Further partnerships between grammar schools and comprehensives or secondary moderns 

in their areas could be developed to ensure that high achieving students from low and 

middle income backgrounds have access to good local teachers in their areas. 

 

The Sutton Trust will also look at ways that we can support innovation in improved 

testing, test preparation, outreach, admissions and collaboration.  

 

We will also commission independent analysis of the impact of any such programmes to 

create an evidence base to enhance fair access to grammar schools. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Sutton Trust Recommendations 
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Researchers from the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS), the University of Cambridge and NatCen 

Social Research (NatCen), along with David Jesson from the University of York,7 were asked by the 

Sutton Trust to investigate entry into grammar schools by students from more socio-economically 

disadvantaged backgrounds.  

 

The project had three elements:  

 

 an historical perspective of the position of grammar schools with regards to the admission of 

students from more disadvantaged backgrounds (David Jesson, University of York); 

 

 an assessment of entry into grammar schools for disadvantaged pupils (IFS); and 

 

 interviews with Head teachers about the extent to which primary and grammar schools 

undertake outreach designed to help more disadvantaged students (NatCen). 

 

These three elements have been pulled together into this summary report. A copy of the full reports 

for each of the three elements is published on the Sutton Trust website.   

                                                           
7 Institute for Fiscal Studies: Jonathan Cribb, Luke Sibieta, Anna Vignoles (University of Cambridge); NatCen Social Research: Amy Skipp, Fay 

Sadro; University of York: David Jesson 

Introduction  
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Professor David Jesson 

 
Grammar schools are a longstanding feature of the English education system. From the mid 1940’s 

to the mid 1960’s, grammar schools and selection tests for entry into these schools (‘the 11+’) were 

the key feature of the education of children in England (and Wales).  

Concerns about the under-representation of students from lower socio-economic backgrounds in 

grammar schools date back to at least the pre-war period. Pupils with professional and managerial 

class parents have always been over represented in such schools, relative to their proportion in the 

population as a whole. 

The numbers of grammar schools declined sharply from the 1970s onwards, under both 

Conservative and Labour governments, and stabilised in the early 1980s at around 160 schools 

(Figure 1). There are now 164 grammar schools in England. 

Although few in number, with (in many cases) their historical prestige and their necessarily exclusive 

selection procedures, grammar schools have come to be seen as the ‘destination of choice’ for 

children of many aspirational families. This has led to intense competition for entry into the 

remaining grammar schools. 

Figure 1: Number of grammar schools by the political composition of Government of the day 
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Data source: Bolton, P. (2013) Grammar School Statistics, House of Commons Library, SN/SG/1398, 20 May 2013. 

The role of grammar schools in perpetuating low levels of social mobility in the UK is a highly 

contested issue. Some view grammar schools as providing a pathway to academic, social and 

economic advancement of the most academically high achieving students regardless of their social 

background. Others argue that grammars perpetuate social inequality.  In the 1980s, particularly 

with the publication of the notable ‘Black Papers’, there was heated opposition to the abolition of 

An Historical Perspective  
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grammar schools and the impact of grammar schools on overall achievement levels has long been 

debated.8,9,10 These issues, whilst important, are not the focus of this report. Instead we discuss the 

process of entry into grammar schools and the extent to which students from disadvantaged 

backgrounds access such schools. 

Grammar schools themselves are concerned about the extent to which their student intake 

represents the wider community and a number have recently changed their admissions procedures.  

 In Buckinghamshire, 13 grammar schools have withdrawn from the local authority 

administered selection procedures mainly because they found that too many pupils admitted 

had been intensively tutored with the result that many other, possibly equally bright, pupils 

were precluded from entry.  These schools have commissioned a new form of selection test 

which will not be made public (to minimise the influence of tutoring on test outcome). Similar 

moves are being made by other groups of schools. 

 Some grammar schools are seeking to allow priority to be given to ‘bright’ pupils applying for 

admission who are in receipt of the Pupil Premium. 

Hence from both within and outside the grammar school community there is increasing interest in 

the extent to which admission to grammar schools is “fair” and open to all academically high 

achieving students.  

  

                                                           
8 Marks,J., Cox, C., and Pomian-Srzednicki, M. (1983) Standards in English Schools  London NCES. 
9 Naylor, F. and Peach, R. The Truth about Grammar Schools , National Grammar Schools Association. 
10 Coe, R., Jones, K., Searle, J., Kokptsaki, D., Kosnin, A., and Skinner, P. (2008) „Evidenced on the effects of selective education systems‟ A Report 
for The Sutton Trust CEM Centre, University of Durham. 
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Jonathan Cribb, Luke Sibieta (Institute for Fiscal Studies) and Professor Anna Vignoles 

(University of Cambridge)  
 

 

We analysed which grammar schools and grammar systems are more likely to admit students who 

are eligible for free school meals (FSM) and from more deprived socio-economic backgrounds (by 

taking account of the socio-economic profile of their local area). 

 

To do this we modelled how family background and other pupil characteristics affect the likelihood 

that a pupil will attend a grammar school. We recognise that poorer students may be both less likely 

to apply to attend a grammar school and also less likely to pass the test and be admitted if they do 

apply, but we are not able to distinguish fully between these two mechanisms.  

 

We used two main sources of data: the National Pupil Database and Edubase. Our sample consists 

of those pupils entering secondary school in September 2009, 2010 and 2011.  

 

We analysed three different groups, as shown in Table 111 
 

 Selective Local Authorities – where 10% or more pupils in the local authority attend a 

selective school. This represents 106 grammar schools admitting around 15,000 year 7 

pupils in September 2011.    

 Stand-alone grammar schools – where local authorities contain one or more grammar 

schools, but with fewer than 10% of local pupils attending a selective school. This 

represents 36 grammar schools admitting around 4,000 year 7 pupils in September 2011. 

 London – the boroughs of London, of which seven have grammar schools, were analysed 

separately. This represents 19 grammar schools admitting around 2,800 year 7 pupils in 

September 2011. 

Table 1: Year 7 admissions by type of grammar school 

Location Number of Schools Year 7 pupil numbers 

Selective local authority 106 (66%)  15,000 (68%) 

Stand-alone 36 (22%) 4,100 (19%) 

London 19 (12%) 2,800 (13%) 

Total 161 21,900 

 

Nationally around 4% of year 7 pupils attended a grammar school in the years 2009–10 to 2011–12. 

This is naturally much higher in selective local authorities, at 25%. Trafford, Buckinghamshire, 

Slough and Kent have the largest shares of pupils attending grammar schools.  

 

Stand-alone grammar schools draw in children from a wider geographical area and certainly from 

beyond their Local Authority (LA) borders. This is also true for London grammars which have very 

wide catchment areas. For instance, over two thirds of pupils at grammar schools in both Stoke-on-

Trent and Kingston-upon-Thames live in a different Local Authority. 

 

                                                           
11

 Only 161 of the 164 grammar schools admit pupils in year 7. 

Entry into grammar schools for disadvantaged pupils  
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Figure 2, below, shows the proportion of pupils eligible for FSM at grammar and other state-funded 

schools for the three different local authority types. Across each of these three types of local 

authority, around 3% of pupils at grammar schools are eligible for FSM. This compares with about 

18% at other state-funded schools in selective LAs, 19% in areas where grammar schools are 

stand-alone and 29% of pupils at non-grammar schools in London. 

 

Figure 2. Proportion of year 7 pupils eligible for FSM at grammar and other state-funded schools, 

2009–10 to 2011–12 

 
Source: Authors‟ calculations using the National Pupil Database, 2009-10 to 2011-12. 

 
Our results further indicate that socio-economically disadvantaged students, who are eligible for 

FSM or who live in poor neighbourhoods, are much less likely to enrol in a grammar school even if 

they score highly on key stage 2 (KS2) tests. Figure 3 shows the proportion of year 7 pupils 

attending a grammar school given that they have achieved level 5 in English and Maths at KS2, 

which is shown separately for pupils eligible and not-eligible for FSM. In selective Local Authorities, 

high achieving children who are not eligible for FSM have a two-thirds chance of attending a 

grammar school, compared with only 40% for equally high achieving children who eligible for FSM. 

These gaps are equally dramatic for other local authority types, though lower in absolute terms as 

fewer pupils attend grammar schools in these areas.  
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Figure 3. Proportion of FSM and non-FSM pupils who attend grammar schools, given achievement of 

KS2 Level 5 in English and Maths, 2009–10 and 2011–12 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations using the National Pupil Database, 2009-10 to 2011-12  
 

Achieving Level 5 in KS2 Maths is a better predictor of going to a grammar school than achieving 

the same level in English, possibly as a result of the type of admission tests used.  

 

The proportion of pupils from non-White backgrounds is higher than in non-Grammars. This is 

driven by larger numbers of pupils from Asian and Chinese backgrounds, as Grammar schools have 

lower proportions of pupils from Black backgrounds than other schools.  

 

Clearly the system as a whole needs to improve in terms of ensuring that poor but academically 

highly able students access the grammar system.  The characteristics of pupils’ primary schools 

also seem to be related to their chances of attending a grammar school.  

 

 Pupils have a lower chance of attending a grammar school if they attend primary schools 

with greater proportions of pupils from deprived backgrounds, with special educational needs 

or with English as an additional language.  

 Students attending a primary school with greater numbers of high achieving pupils actually 

seem to have a lower chance of attending a grammar school. This surprising finding is 

consistent with theories proposed by educationalists such as Herb Marsh that being with 

peers who are more academically able causes pupils to have lower academic self-esteem. 

This could affect the chances of the student applying to a grammar school or indeed doing 

as well as they might on the admission test.  

Perhaps an even more striking result is that at some grammar schools the proportion of children 

being admitted from outside the state education system is substantial.  The most likely explanation 

is that these pupils are entering grammar schools from the independent sector. Grammar schools 

may also be admitting pupils from Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland, or from abroad. However, 

this is likely to account for only a minority of pupils.   
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 Just over 6% of 10 year olds are educated in non-state maintained schools,12 yet 13% of 

Year 7 grammar school pupils transferred from these (relatively advantaged) schools. This 

figure is highest for stand-alone grammar schools (15%). 

 There is much variation across the country in the proportion of students coming from outside 

the state system. For instance, more than a quarter of children entering in some local 

authorities come from outside the state primary system. Over one third of pupils transferred 

from outside the English state system in Essex, compared with about 7% in North Yorkshire. 

This shows that independent fee-paying education may act as one way in which children from 

higher socioeconomic backgrounds are assisted by their parents to gain admission to a grammar 

school. 

 

The distance a pupil lives from a grammar school is a potential barrier to access. Even allowing for 

other characteristics of the pupil and the primary school they attended, those pupils who live further 

from a grammar school are significantly less likely to gain admission to one. The cost of travelling 

large distances could be more of a barrier for poorer pupils.  

                                                           
12 Authors‟ calculations using “Schools, pupils and their characteristics: January 2013” Department for Education 
[https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/schools-pupils-and-their-characteristics-january-2013] 
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Amy Skipp and Fay Sadro, NatCen Social Research 

 
To gain a better understanding of why pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds do or do not go to 

grammar schools, NatCen researchers interviewed staff from selected primary and grammar 

schools.  

 

Senior members of staff in five grammar schools were interviewed. These schools were identified 

from the Institute for Fiscal Studies analysis as having higher than average numbers of 

disadvantaged year 7 pupils. Similarly, Heads of three primary schools that were statistically shown 

to have more children accessing grammar schools and children eligible for FSM were interviewed. 

We asked: 

 

 what grammar school policies and practices help disadvantaged students gain a place;  

 

 what they believed the key barriers were for poor students; and,  

 

 what they thought could be done to promote disadvantaged pupils’ access to grammar 

schools.  

 

Three more interviews were carried out with head teachers of grammar schools put forward by the 

Grammar School Heads Association (GSHA) as having particularly supportive practices and a 

strong reputation for actively encouraging pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds.  

 

Educational aspirations 

Many head teachers felt that families from disadvantaged backgrounds had lower educational 

aspirations for their children compared with those from more affluent backgrounds. 

 

Parents in disadvantaged families were also thought to have less knowledge about the grammar 

school system, and therefore placed less value on what they could offer. 

 

In some schools, a high aspiration culture amongst certain minority ethnic groups, such as some 

Asian communities, explained the relatively higher number of disadvantaged pupils being admitted 

into grammar schools. 

 

Perceptions of grammar schools 

Head teachers felt that parents from disadvantaged backgrounds often associated grammar schools 

with tradition, middle class values and elitism. These perceptions created a social rather than 

educational barrier.  

 

Head teachers said that parents from deprived areas were reluctant to send their child to the local 

grammar – they felt that their children could be out of their depth socially and financially and might 

struggle interacting with children from more affluent backgrounds. 

Outreach Activity  
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The role of primary schools 

Grammar school head teachers felt that primary schools play an important role in encouraging 

parents from disadvantaged families to consider sending their children to grammar schools.  

 

Some primary schools, however, disagreed with assessment-based entry processes and selective 

education in general. This may create a barrier for disadvantaged pupils who require additional 

support from their primary school. 

 

Grammar schools need to build longstanding relationships with their local primary schools in order 

to be in a position to give parents accurate information about the ethos of the grammar school, its 

admission procedure and why it might benefit their child.  

 

Some head teachers said that they believed some primary school teachers do not think that 

grammar schools are suitable for children from poorer families. This view was not expressed in our 

interviews with primary school staff, although some said that parents might prefer a more ‘rounded’ 

education for their child, or that some pupils would not want to attend a grammar school.  

 

The image of grammar schools was felt to be in need of an overhaul. At a time when other 

secondary schools are competing to attract students, grammars also need to show what they have 

to offer pupils and prove their appeal to a wide range of students. 

Case Study: Bishop Wordsworth’s Grammar School 
 
Bishop Wordsworth’s school in Wiltshire is an example of a Grammar school 
that is actively trying to increase the social diversity of its intake so that it can 
serve the whole of its community. Having admitted less than 1% of pupils on 
free school meals, the school has recently changed its admissions policy to 
treat children from less advantaged backgrounds more favourably. Since 
2012, if a child’s parents are in receipt of state benefit and they pass the 
entrance examination, they are given priority over other applicants.  
 
The School has also started running ‘booster classes’ for Key Stage 2 pupils 
in local primary schools. The classes are offered to all children in the 
catchment area of the school, but families in receipt of state benefit are offered 
the classes for free and they are prioritised over others if there is a shortage of 
spaces. 
 
The Headmaster, Dr Stuart Smallwood, said “Bishop’s enjoys a hard earned 
reputation as one of the finest schools in the country.  Academic standards are 
very high and excellence permeates all other areas of school life too. We want 
our school to be accessible to all who would benefit from the education we 
offer and thrive in this environment. This is why changing our admissions 
policy and undertaking a range of outreach activities with local primary schools 
has become so important to us. We want our school to be open to pupils from 
all backgrounds, and so fulfil the primary purpose of grammar schools – to 
provide a ladder of opportunity enabling children to aspire to and reach the 
best universities in the world.” 
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The admissions process 

Some grammar school heads felt that having a wide catchment area or none at all allowed pupils 

from more advantaged backgrounds, particularly those attending independent primary schools, to 

access their school at the expense of local high achieving children.  
 

Reducing the catchment area of the grammar school was thought by some to give more local 

disadvantaged pupils a greater chance of getting in by reducing competition from affluent families 

from further afield. 

 

It was widely acknowledged that children from more affluent, middle class families were coached to 

pass the entrance exam. Views were divided on tutoring; some grammar head teachers did not 

inherently disagree with tutoring as they thought it could be good examination preparation, others 

saw it as a barrier that further reduces opportunities for more disadvantaged pupils as parents have 

to pay for it. 

 

It was felt also that middle class parents are more likely to be aware of the appeals procedure and 

have the confidence to pursue it. Schools supporting disadvantaged families to pursue an appeal 

was identified as an important issue.  

  

A number of changes are being considered by grammar schools to address these issues: 

 

 A review of the current testing system 

Some schools are in favour of producing an ‘uncoachable’ method of assessment.  

 

 Overhauling the school admissions policy 

 Positively discriminating in favour of children from families in receipt of state benefits who passed 

the entrance exam over other children was suggested. 

 

 Free or subsidised coaching sessions  

Providing free or subsidised test coaching for academically high achieving primary school children 

from poorer backgrounds. 

 

 Better primary school teacher awareness  

Primary school teachers need to support or make appeals on behalf of high achieving but 

disadvantaged pupils.   

 

One suggestion was for all higher achieving primary school students to sit the grammar school 

entrance exam. This would reduce the impact of parental background on the likelihood of applying 

to a grammar school. It would, however, only work in the selective local authorities and where 

teachers are committed to promoting attendance at grammars. 
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Examples of good practice in grammar schools 

 

 Dispelling the myths. Grammar school staff take sessions in primary 

schools and provide information on what their school is like, how it works 

and the support available.  

 Identifying gifted students. Grammar schools have also worked closely 

with primaries in identifying gifted pupils in Year 3 and targeting the parents 

with the view to building a long term relationship.  

 Engagement activities. Having dedicated members of staff targeting 

particular areas of the community and local schools to engage 

disadvantaged young people. A one-to-one approach with specific families 

and primary school Heads has helped them to engage with grammar 

schools. 

 Preparing high achieving students. Grammar schools provide transport to 

take academically very able year 6 pupils to the grammar school for 

targeted lessons, showing what the school has to offer, raising their 

aspirations and preparing them for the entrance exam. 

 Taster days specifically targeted at parents from catchment areas.  

 Bridging the gap between the grammar school and the whole 

community. Grammar schools organising ‘mini festivals’ designed to bring 

together the local community, not just prospective pupils and parents.  

 Changing the image. Good PR to change the image of the grammar so it is 

not seen as ‘posh’ and elitist. 
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Grammar schools are over-subscribed, with pupils also travelling longer distances to attend them. A 

high proportion of students in grammar schools come from outside the local authority, as well as 

from the independent sector. By contrast, high achieving children from less privileged backgrounds 

are under-represented in grammar schools.  

 

Head teachers suggested that more needs to be done to encourage less privileged students to 

apply to grammar schools. Together with primary schools they could do more to support such 

students, explaining what grammar schools have to offer, encouraging them to apply, helping them 

prepare for the test and advising them if they need to appeal. Requiring that all high achieving 

children sit the entrance examination in selective local authorities would also increase the numbers 

of low and middle income students applying to such schools. 

 

Admissions policies are key to improving the representation of poorer students in grammar schools. 

If catchment areas are large or open then more affluent parents can afford to travel further and 

coach their children so that they can access these increasingly selective schools. One suggestion 

was to reduce the size of the catchment areas to increase participation by local, high achieving but 

poor students (as they would have fewer students to compete with). However, this might simply 

increase house prices within the catchment area thereby reducing the chance of poorer parents 

being able to live in the catchment area in the first place.  

 

Another suggestion made by some of our interviewees was that if a poorer student passes the 

entrance test they should be given priority. This would be controversial since it would imply that a 

poorer child who scored appreciably lower on the admission test than a child from a wealthier 

background would nonetheless secure the place. However, we have already seen that poor high 

achieving students are far less likely to attend grammar schools than similarly able, richer students, 

which may suggest that scores on admission tests may not be a particularly accurate measure of 

ability or academic potential. Nevertheless, proposals for ‘positive’ discrimination will always be 

controversial, as has been the case for higher education (HE) admissions. The parallels with HE are 

clear.  

 

First, high achieving FSM pupils are less likely to go to grammar schools largely because they have 

lower levels of achievement at age 11. However, it is also true that FSM pupils are less likely to go 

to grammar schools than those with similar achievement at age 11 but who are not eligible for FSM 

-  a phenomenon that has parallels with the ‘Missing 3000’ students identified by the Sutton Trust 

who have excellent A level grades but do not attend elite universities.  

 

Equally, recent research has confirmed that poorer students are less likely to be qualified to gain 

admission to universities and hence the problem of their underrepresentation in HE is also rooted in 

the school system. Clearly these issues require work in schools to improve the achievement of 

poorer students and outreach by universities to encourage students to aspire to go to university and 

to help them apply. The situation here is similar where work is needed both within primary schools 

and by grammar schools to tackle the underrepresentation of poorer students in these selective 

schools. 

 

Some grammar schools are indeed reforming admissions tests and procedures, identifying and 

supporting gifted poor students in primary schools and undertaking a range of outreach activities. 

Implications and Conclusions 
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Evaluating what works and sharing that practice is essential. Our statistical analysis has suggested 

that it is quite difficult to find examples of primary schools that have had measurable success in 

ensuring that their poorer but higher achieving year 6 pupils gain admission to a grammar school. It 

was easier to identify grammar schools undertaking outreach activity, though there is still a need to 

evaluate whether it actually works before promoting it as best practice. In parallel there is a need to 

understand the views of parents and children from disadvantaged backgrounds to explore what they 

see the barriers as being and how these could be addressed.  
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Select Committee - Grammar Schools and Social Mobility

22 February 2016

Biography

Denis Ramplin – Director of Marketing & Communications, The Schools of King 
Edward VI in Birmingham

Having been involved with the Marketing and Communications industry for 25+ years Denis 
has now been working for The Schools of King Edward VI in Birmingham for the last three 
years. The organisation is a charity which supports 8 schools across the City, 2 independent 
schools, 5 grammar schools and a sponsored academy.   

The “Opening Doors” campaign has now been running for a couple of years, was intended to 
create a platform for dialogue with primary schools to create “partnerships” which will, in 
turn, create a dialogue leading to opportunities for teachers, pupils and parents across the 
City. All of their actions are intended to create a “call to action” which will ultimately benefit 
children, teachers and parents with the opportunities, messages and training they can offer.
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Select Committee - Grammar Schools and Social Mobility

Hearing 7: Monday 22nd February 2016

Witness Guide for Members

Below are suggested themes and questions. They have been provided in advance to the 
witnesses to allow them to prepare for the types of issues that Members may be interested 
to explore. All Members are welcome to ask these questions or pose additional ones to the 
witnesses via the Committee Chairman.  

Themes and Questions

Denis Ramplin – Director of Marketing & Communications, The Schools of King 
Edward VI in Birmingham

 Please introduce yourself and provide an outline of the roles and responsibilities of 
your post.

 The Schools of King Edward VI in Birmingham have taken forward the ‘Opening 
Doors’ project to widen access to grammar schools. Please could you provide a brief 
overview of the project, its purpose, what changes have been made and what impact 
you have seen?

 There is a concern that the cost of education is a barrier to FSM children attending 
grammar schools. The King Edward VI “promise” includes assisting with affordability 
issues. Please could you explain what the promise is, what it involves, and what 
impact it has had?

 To what extent do King Edward VI schools intake reflect the local community or is 
there a particularly wide catchment area?

 Sutton Trust research has reported that parents from disadvantaged backgrounds 
often associate their schools with tradition, middle class values and elitism, creating a 
social rather than an educational barrier to make them reluctant to send their children 
to the local grammar. Do you think this is true and if so, what actions, for example 
school open days and other outreach activities have you taken to change this? What 
impact have these had?

 What relationship does The Schools of King Edward VI have with local primary 
schools and how does this support FSM children to access grammar school places?

 How can primary schools make a positive change in the opportunities for 
disadvantaged children to secure appropriate grammar school places?

 To what extent have you found private tuition taking place for the 11+ test? What 
actions have you taken to ensure this does not prevent disadvantaged children from 
accessing grammar schools?  

 Do attainment levels differ between FSM and non FSM children once in a King 
Edward VI grammar school?

 Are there any other issues that you would like to raise with the Committee?
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Select Committee - Grammar Schools and Social Mobility

22 February 2016

Biography

Peter J Read – Independent Education Adviser, Kent Independent Education Advice 

Peter describes himself as an Independent Education Adviser Supporting Families. His 
activities include a consultancy and advisory service operating for the past nine years, 
solely for families living in the Kent and Medway Local Authority areas. 

Peter has spent the past 43 years working in education in Kent and has built up a wide 
range of knowledge and expertise about schools and the operation of the education system.

He has a specialisation in school appeals and admissions with the knowledge and 
experience to provide expert advice across the wide range of schools in the county.

He runs a website of over 600 pages, offering information and advice for parents across a 
wide range of education matters, along with news and comment on education stories 
affecting Kent children. This generates a large number of requests for further advice, which 
are usually dealt with by email responses offering guidance, or using his popular telephone 
consultation service, which is at its peak in October advising on secondary school 
admissions. 

Further information about Peter includes:
 He was a highly experienced and successful secondary headteacher before retirement 

and has been President of the Kent National Association of Headteachers, Chairman of 
the Kent Grammar Schools Association for three years, and Chairman of Kent Careers 
Services.

 Peter writes and comments on education matters for Kent on Sunday and has 
been quoted in such nationals as the Daily and Sunday Telegraph, The Times and the 
Guardian. 

 He appears on both local and national radio and television commenting on relevant 
issues and taking phone-ins. Invitations in the past year have included BBC 2, Meridian, 
Radio Four's World at One and the Today programme, Radio Five and Channel 4, with 
frequent appearances on Radio Kent and BBC South East,

 Peter is invited into both primary and secondary schools to talk to parents about 
admission and appeal issues. 

 He has a countywide reputation in Kent for taking up issues, both relating to the LA, and 
on behalf of individuals.

 Peter has been both Chairman of Governors of his local Special school, where he is still a 
governor, and vice chairman of Governors of a local Infants School.
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Select Committee - Grammar Schools and Social Mobility

Hearing 7: Monday 22nd February 2016

Witness Guide for Members

Below are suggested themes and questions. They have been provided in advance to the 
witnesses to allow them to prepare for the types of issues that Members may be interested 
to explore. All Members are welcome to ask these questions or pose additional ones to the 
witnesses via the Committee Chairman.  

Themes and Questions

Peter J Read – Independent Education Adviser, Kent Independent Education Advice 

 Please give us some background on your experiences around grammar school 
access and working with disadvantaged pupils who are considering applying to 
grammar schools?

 From your website you appear to have studied the data for different grammar 
schools. Can you talk us through some of the key points?

 What are the barriers to increasing the numbers of young people on FSM attending 
Grammar Schools? What do you think could be done about these barriers? 

 What impact could changing admission criteria have on FSM children accessing 
grammar schools?

 To what extent are parents of academically high achieving FSM children less likely to 
appeal compared with their non FSM peers? Why is this and what can be done to 
ensure access to the appeals process to families where children are eligible for 
FSM?

 How do primary schools vary in their approach to the Kent Test?
 What, if any, is the impact of school partnerships or Multi-academy Trusts on the 

educational journey of children? For example does having a grammar school in the 
partnership or Multi-academy Trust incentivise FSM children to access grammar 
schools?

 How does the fact some primary schools might be positively opposed to the Kent 
Test and grammar schools affect disadvantaged pupils? How can this be overcome? 

 What in your opinion are the effects of coaching?
 Are there primary schools that positively prepare pupils for the Kent Test?
 Kent changed the grammar admissions test to make it less coachable – what do you 

think has been the effect of this change? Are there ways the Kent Test process can 
be amended to lessen any negative impact on disadvantaged pupils? 

 To what extent do grammar schools’ individual selection processes including 
additional tests (i.e. Folkestone/Dover tests) and oversubscription criteria make it 
easier or harder for FSM and CIC children to access a grammar school place?

 What can primary schools do to encourage their highest achieving pupils from low 
and middle income families, to apply for, and secure appropriate, grammar school 
places in greater numbers?

 Are FSM children and their parents dissuaded from applying for a grammar school 
place based on barriers such as school expenses, travel time and cost? What 
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support could be provided to encourage high achieving FSM children to apply to 
grammar schools in greater numbers?

 Do attainment levels differ between FSM and non FSM children once in a grammar 
school? What can individual grammar schools do to make a difference?

 Are there ways that grammar schools as a whole and / or individual grammar schools 
can make a difference to the proportion and performance of disadvantaged pupils in 
their schools?

 Are there any other issues that you would like to raise with the Committee?
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Peter Read - Kent Independent Education Advice Website – Peter’s Blog

Thursday, 11 February 2016 23:17

Kent sets up Select Committee to Reduce Social Inequality in 
Grammar School Admission.

Kent County Council has set up a Select Committee of County Councillors to 
explore social mobility in its Grammar Schools, adopting the principle that children 
from all backgrounds must have the same opportunities to flourish and succeed 
within the education system.

A Kent Messenger report on the first day’s proceedings, notes that: Mr Patrick 
Leeson, Kent’s Education Director talking about the achievement gap between 
poorer pupils and those without disadvantage, stated: “We have seen some 
movement in narrowing the gap but it is minute. Greater social mobility will only 
come about if the whole school system does better for children on free school 
meals.”

Of the 1,435 children on free school meals who sat the eleven plus in 2014, just 
292 - about 8% - passed. The number of children on free school meals attending 
Kent grammar schools remains low at 3%, compared with 13% in non-selective 
schools, according to KCC data, although see further detail below.

However, the really good news was that those children from less well-off 
backgrounds who went to a grammar school did almost as well in their GCSE exams 
as others, with a gap of just 2% in the 5 A-C* plus maths and English success 
rate....

The Select Committee will: “examine whether disadvantaged children and their 
parents face barriers in accessing Grammar school education, what KCC and 
partners are already doing to tackle these barriers, and how the County Council 
with its partners can go further in encouraging more parents from disadvantaged 
backgrounds to enter their children into the Kent Test. It will also examine the 
role the Council plays to ensure young people that have the potential for a 
grammar school education, irrespective of class or background, get the necessary 
support to access a school that matches their academic ability”.

 The Department for Education supplies figures of the number of pupils at each 
school, eligible for Free School Meals or who are Looked After (FSM for 
convenience as Looked after Children are a very small proportion of these), over 
the past six years who were in the 2015 GCSE cohort.

For grammar schools, according to 2015 data, the fewest are: Tunbridge Wells 
Girls 1%; Skinners & Tonbridge 2%; Cranbrook, Invicta and Judd, 3%, it being no 
coincidence that all but one of these are in the more prosperous West Kent area. 
At the other end of the scale are: Chatham and Clarendon Grammar 14%; Dane 
Court, Dover Boys and Folkestone Girls on 12%; Borden on 11%; Dover Girls on 10%; 
and Harvey on 9%, all unsurprisingly being in the East of the county.
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By comparison: the lowest Non-selectives school at 6%, are Bennett Memorial and 
the Duke of Yorks, Kent’s only full boarding school; Archbishop’s School at 11%; 
 Mascalls at 12%; High Weald at 13%; and St Gregory’s Catholic at 15%. Two other 
Catholic schools, St Anselm’s and St Simon Stock come in the top 12, suggesting 
that selection by faith also plays its part in decreasing social mobility.

I believe it is no coincidence that the two Dover and two Folkestone grammars, 
who admit additional pupils through their own tests have amongst the highest % of 
FSM. They have now been joined by Mayfield Grammar School, with Highsted 
Grammar introducing their own test next year.

KCC has produced for the Committee a mass of data relating to the performance of 
FSM pupils, both those in primary schools taking and passing the 2015 Kent Test 
and those in grammar schools achieving 5 A*-Cs including English and maths in the 
2015 GCSE assessments. You will find overall figureshere, and data by school here.

One statistic that stands out is the low proportion of FSMs in the recent Kent 
grammar school GCSE cohort, that the KCC figures put at 3.0%, although higher in 
the youngest year groups. This is less than half the DfE figure using the formula 
above, that comes out at 6.2%, with a county average of 22.4% and is a warning 
about statistics. The KCC formula only considers children who CLAIMED free school 
meals in Year 11, whilst the DfE takes into account all those children on free 
school meals at some time in previous years back to primary school. Part of the 
difference will be from those choosing not to claim as they grew older.  There is a 
similar pattern with primary school FSM numbers.

There is also data about the relationship between Level 5 at KS2 and success in the 
Kent Test. This shows a correlation between the two, with 141 FSM pupils earning 
Level 5 in Reading, Writing and Maths of whom 55% passed, compared with the 482 
who did not reach this level, of whom just 5% passed. We know that of the 9539 
children from Kent primary schools who sat the Test, 41% overall passed, but 
unfortunately, the breakdown of KS2 Level 5 success at the Kent Test is not 
provided for a comparison. Nevertheless, there is a reasonable assumption that 
success at Level 5 across the board should show a child is of a grammar school 
standard, so it begs the question why 45% of the FSM children who reached this 
standard and took the Kent Test were not judged to be of standard. Would many of 
these have been successful if they had been offered preparation for the Kent Test, 
to balance the coaching enjoyed by so many with the resources to pay for it?

Unfortunately, the documentation does not make it clear if ‘success in the Kent 
Test’ includes success in Headteacher Assessment or in Appeal, which account for 
6% and appeals which add around 4% of those who qualify for grammar school 
places to the 21% of the state school population found selective school through the 
automatic test process. Whatever, making up around a third of the total grammar 
school population these two processes play an important part and I suspect both 
mitigate against FSM children who sometimes lack the support or high quality class 
work to succeed against different criteria. I hope the Committee is able to look at 
the effect of these important aspects of selection.   
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Since September 2010, when there were 4475 grammar school places available in 
Kent, through to allocation for 2015 admission when there were 4930, there has 
been an increase of 455 places, before many grammar schools expanded further 
through appeals with an increase of 200 successful appeals over the period to 652.

Amongst the many challenges and questions the Committee will have to face are:

1.     Sophisticated presentations and other actions by grammar schools to prospective 
parents, that inhibit FSM applicants, not necessarily deliberately.

2.     The thorny issues of reducing the effect of coaching, or else neutralising it by 
supporting disadvantaged pupils in preparation for the Kent Test.

3.     What changes can or should be made to the Kent grammar school assessment 
process to minimise the acknowledged disadvantage to FSM children?

4.     The current ban on schools preparing children for the Kent Test which 
disadvantages those whose families do not have the resources, or understanding to 
engage in coaching.

5.     Tackling primary schools that have an anti-grammar school ethos, although this is 
the part of the system of secondary education through the county.

6.     Ensure there is a good understanding in relevant primary schools of the reality that 
grammar schools are not just for the middle classes.

7.     Establishing why children who ought to be in grammar school by virtue of their 
ability but are not, have missed the opportunity to be appropriately placed

8.     With some 700 additional grammar school places added since 2011, has there been 
a proportionate increase in FSM children, and if not, what can be done further.

I am in no doubt that the work of this Committee will be criticised by two 
groups: those who are opposed to Kent’s Selective system, and those who 
rightly fear that increasing opportunities for FSM children will decrease their 
own.

With regard to the first group, it is a given that Kent will retain its selective 
system for better or worse, and the aim of this committee is surely to reduce 
inequality within that framework, not further increase the proportion of 
grammar school places across the county.   

With regard to the second, no child has a right to a grammar school place by 
virtue of parental circumstances, a not uncommon phenomenon.  

None of the above is an endorsement or criticism of the Kent selective system, 
although it is certainly creaking as the tutoring culture becomes more 
pervasive and more grammar schools place their own interpretation through 
admission rules, own tests and application of the appeals system. 

http://www.kentadvice.co.uk/peters-blog/news-a-comments/item/875-kent-sets-up-
select-committee-to-reduce-social-inequality-in-grammar-school-admission.html
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